Fill vacant registry positions.
Eliminate reporting backlogs.

Quality data collections for reliable reporting and a strong foundation for outcomes monitoring is our focus.

Registry resources to fill vacant positions and eliminate abstracting backlogs and reporting delays.

Three clients in 2018 and two in 2017 achieved Outstanding Achievement Award from CoC.

Education: Assisting organizations to mentor staff and provide ongoing training.

nThrive provides staffing to all health care organization categories – community to academic medical centers.

nThrive CTRs abstract more than 120,000 cases annually.

nThrive offers the industry’s largest qualified Certified Tumor Registrar and clinical abstractor team with average eight years’ experience.

REAL CLIENT SUCCESS – PROFILE

A southeastern cancer center lacked consistent reporting due to lack of transparency and collaboration with Cancer Program Management. The nThrive team conducted an assessment of their program in May, and by August, the center outsourced their cancer registry to nThrive.

nThrive helped the cancer center to:

1. Improve data quality resulting for improved operations and efficiency
2. Abstract and process reports for zero backlogs and better clinical decision support
3. Improve clinical staff satisfaction with higher data quality and timely reporting

The result? The cancer center maintained full compliance with the Commission on Cancer and achieved Gold Accreditation with Commendation from the American College of Surgeons’ Commission on Cancer and the Outstanding Achievement Award.
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nThrive Patient-to-Payment™ solutions help you work smarter at every stage of the revenue cycle.

**DRIVE PATIENT REVENUE**

**Patient Access Solutions**

Front office solutions that minimize denials and rework on the back end, streamline point-of-service collections and increase patient satisfaction.

**IMPROVE OUTCOMES**

**Mid-Revenue Cycle Solutions**

Clinical documentation, coding and charging practices that are accurate and complete across the hospital care and physician practice spectrum.

**OPTIMIZE BILLING & COLLECTIONS**

**Patient Financial Solutions**

Accounts receivable and patient accounting processes that maximize reimbursement and reduce cost to collect.

---

ARE YOU...

Seeing an increase in **bad debt** and AR days?

Capturing every dollar to which you are entitled?

Facing reimbursement challenges that threaten your cash flow?

---

*Bad Debt Collections are provided by Optimum Outcomes, Inc., a separate entity owned by nThrive, Inc.*